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Twelve Years a Slave (1853) is a memoir and slave narrative by Solomon Northup, as told to and edited by David
Wilson. Northup, a black man who was born free in New York, details his kidnapping in Washington, D.C. and
subsequent sale into slavery. After having been kept in bondage for 12 years in Louisiana by various masters, Northup
was able to write to friends and family in New York, who were in turn able to secure his release. Northup's account
provides extensive details on the slave markets in Washington, D.C. and New Orleans and describes at length cotton
and sugar cultivation on major plantations in Louisiana.
Agricultural Accounting addresses every aspect of the accounting that one might encounter in a farm, ranch, or related
business. Topics covered include the accounting for crops and livestock, non-current farm assets, hedges and
derivatives, and cooperatives. The intent is to not only explain accounting concepts, but also to provide examples and
show how an accounting system can be constructed and operated.
Let your quilting creativity soar with these magical machine techniques! Are you using your sewing machine to its fullest
creative capacity? Do you know what each foot can do? Expand your repertoire with machine techniques, embellishment,
surface design, and thread painting skill, thanks to your sewing machine. Nine highly qualified, experienced sewing
machine educators have developed 13 delightful projects to show you how to make the most of your machine's technical
possibilities. From pillows to bed scarves, from wallhangings to table runners, any quilt will benefit when its creator uses
these techniques.
Weighing as much as 2,000 pounds and reaching lengths of over seven feet, leatherback turtles are the world’s largest
reptile. These unusual sea turtles have a thick, pliable shell that helps them to withstand great depths—they can swim
more than one thousand meters below the surface in search of food. And what food source sustains these goliaths?
Their diet consists almost exclusively of jellyfish, a meal they crisscross the oceans to find. Leatherbacks have been
declining in recent decades, and some predict they will be gone by the end of this century. Why? Because of two primary
factors: human redevelopment of nesting beaches and commercial fishing. There are only twenty-nine index beaches in
the world where these turtles nest, and there is immense pressure to develop most of them into homes or resorts. At the
same time, longline and gill net fisheries continue to overwhelm waters frequented by leatherbacks. In The Leatherback
Turtle, James R. Spotila and Pilar Santidrián Tomillo bring together the world’s leading experts to produce a volume that
reveals the biology of the leatherback while putting a spotlight on the conservation problems and solutions related to the
species. The book leaves us with options: embark on the conservation strategy laid out within its pages and save one of
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nature’s most splendid creations, or watch yet another magnificent species disappear.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
For the Vampire community, the Solstice Choosing has been the holiest night of the year - for a hundred thousand years.
But this year, something new is about to happen. The oldest prophecies are about to be fulfilled - and the Festival of
Blessings is finally upon us.
With his Viking ingenuity and a few helpful kittens, Stig overcomes his fear of the sea and woos the bold and beautiful Ingrid.
Sea turtles are flagship species for the world's oceans. They traverse international boundaries during their migrations, serve as vehicles for
marine nutrients to terrestrial habitats, and embody the often tenuous relationship between human action and ecosystem health. The East
Pacific Ocean is home to some of the most dynamic marine ecosystems, and the most unique sea turtles. Marine biodiversity within this
massive ocean region abounds in mangrove estuaries, seagrass pastures, coral reefs, the open ocean, and many other habitats, with sea
turtles often the most conspicuous species present. The distinctive traits of the Eastern Pacific have resulted in the smallest leatherbacks, a
singular morph of the green turtle, dark and steeply domed olive ridleys, and the most cryptic hawksbills on the planet. Only now are we
beginning to understand how these varieties have evolved. However, the oceanographic conditions that make this an epicenter of sea turtle
activity also promote massive artisanal and industrial fishing efforts that, coupled with illegal harvesting of eggs and turtles, have led to
declines of several turtle populations in the region. The essays and stories in Sea Turtles of the Eastern Pacific describe for the first time the
history of this exploitation, as well as recent sea turtle conservation initiatives and scientific research in the region. The first third of the book
considers the biology of the turtles, focusing on general overviews of current ecological management challenges facing the turtles' survival.
The second third treats issues of marine policy related to turtle conservation. In conclusion, the book offers six compelling stories of
conservation success. By the end, readers will have gained a in-depth view not only of these magnificent creatures, but also the people
involved in research and conservation efforts in one of the most remarkable regions of our planet.
On Philippine architecture.
The BMW X3 (E83) Service Manual: 2004-2010 contains in-depth maintenance, service and repair information for the BMW X3 from 2004 to
2010. The aim throughout has been simplicity and clarity, with practical explanations, step-by-step procedures and accurate specifications.
Whether you're a professional or a do-it-yourself BMW owner, this manual helps you understand, care for and repair your BMW. Engines
covered: M54 engine: 2.5i, 3.0i (2004-2006) N52 engine: 3.0si, xDrive 30i (2007-2010) Transmissions covered: Manual: ZF GS6-37BZ
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(6-speed) Automatic: GM A5S390R (5-speed) Automatic: GM GA6L45R (6-speed)
History of the sewing machine is an unchanged, high-quality reprint of the original edition of 1872. Hansebooks is editor of the literature on
different topic areas such as research and science, travel and expeditions, cooking and nutrition, medicine, and other genres.As a publisher
we focus on the preservation of historical literature.Many works of historical writers and scientists are available today as antiques only.
Hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge
for the future.
The Assistant Town Engineer Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to
study. It provides hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming exam, including but not limited
to: principles and practices of civil engineering; engineering specifications and estimates; methods and materials of construction; construction
and maintenance of streets, sewers, water lines, and related structures; contracts and contact administration; and more.

Relive your adventures in Hoenn or start a brand new journey with this re-imagining of a much-loved game. Collect and battle your
way to the Pokemon League for the right to challenge the Elite Four. Hunt legendary Pokemon, breed them and become the best
Pokemon Master you can be with the help of our guide! - A full walkthrough for all badges and the Pokemon League challenges. Side quest information on legendary Pokemon and the different Routes and Caves. - Information on breeding, Pokemon Contests,
the Battle Maison and much more! - Full-color screenshots throughout and useful tips to help you along the way. - Comparisons
between the original game and remake. Updates (Aug 2016): - Added Encounter Rates to Wild Pokémon table lists as well as
general locations making it easier to find your favorite Pokémon. - Fixed some formatting issues and general editing. - Expanded
Introduction with loads of new information. - Restructured Extra Activities section (at the end) for easier navigation and reading.
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. We are republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
This spiritually satisfying collection of stories celebrates the bond of family and the enduring value of leaving a legacy of caring and
character. Here you'll discover the richness of your own life and faith and lasting treasures to be handed down with love. Book
jacket.
Why spend time on coding problems that others have already solved when you could be making real progress on your Ruby
project? This updated cookbook provides more than 350 recipes for solving common problems, on topics ranging from basic data
structures, classes, and objects, to web development, distributed programming, and multithreading. Revised for Ruby 2.1, each
recipe includes a discussion on why and how the solution works. You’ll find recipes suitable for all skill levels, from Ruby newbies
to experts who need an occasional reference. With Ruby Cookbook, you’ll not only save time, but keep your brain percolating with
new ideas as well. Recipes cover: Data structures including strings, numbers, date and time, arrays, hashes, files and directories
Using Ruby’s code blocks, also known as closures OOP features such as classes, methods, objects, and modules XML and
HTML, databases and persistence, and graphics and other formats Web development with Rails and Sinatra Internet services,
web services, and distributed programming Software testing, debugging, packaging, and distributing Multitasking, multithreading,
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and extending Ruby with other languages
Cultures of Sustainability and Wellbeing: Theories, Histories and Policies examines and assesses the interdependence between
sustainability and wellbeing by drawing attention to humans as producers and consumers in a post-human age. Why wellbeing
ought to be regarded as essential to sustainable development is explored first from multifocal theoretical perspectives
encompassing sociology, literary criticism and socioeconomics, second in relation to institutions and policies, and third with a focus
on specific case studies across the world. Wellbeing and its sustainability are defined in terms of biological and cultural diversity;
stages of advancement in science and technology; notions of citizenship and agency; geopolitical scenarios and environmental
conditions. Wellbeing and sustainability call for enquiries into human capacities in ontological, epistemological and practical terms.
A view of sustainability that revolves around material and immaterial wellbeing is based on the assumption that life quality,
comfort, happiness, security, safety always posit humans as both recipients and agents. Risk and resilience in contemporary
societies define the intrinsically human ability to make and consume, to act and adapt, driving the search for and fruition of
wellbeing. How to sustain the dual process of exploitation and regeneration is a task that requires integrated approaches from the
sciences and the humanities, jointly tracing a worldwide cartography with clear localisations. This book will be of great interest to
students and researchers interested in sustainability through conceptual and empirical approaches including social theory, literary
and cultural studies, environmental economics and human ecology, urbanism and cultural geography.
As climate changes bring uncertain weather patterns and as Earth's population grows, it becomes increasingly important to figure
out how to feed everyone. As Earth's greatest scientists and activists work on a viable solution, it's important for readers to realize
that they can take action too. This guidebook explores agricultural and distribution practices around the world. Readers will learn
about ideas that ensure everyone has access to food resources and proper nutrition. Your young readers will be inspired to take
an active role in changing the world for the better.
Gives basic, advanced, and creative stitching that only the Elna can do to a piece of fabric
A beautiful book that not only helps families develop traditions based on the significance of Thanksgiving, but also builds a foundation of
gratefulness in their lives.
In Theological Territories, David Bentley Hart, one of America’s most eminent contemporary writers on religion, reflects on the state of
theology “at the borders” of other fields of discourse, including metaphysics, philosophy of mind, science, the arts, ethics, and biblical
hermeneutics. The book advances many of Hart’s larger theological projects, developing and deepening numerous dimensions of his
previous work. Theological Territories constitutes a manifesto regarding the manner in which theology should engage other fields of concern
and scholarship. The essays within this volume are divided into five sections: the nature of theology, the relations between theology and
science, the connections between gospel and culture, the literary representations of and engagements with transcendence, and the New
Testament. Hart responds to influential books, theologians, philosophers, and poets, including Rowan Williams, Jean-Luc Marion, Tomáš
Halík, Sergei Bulgakov, Jennifer Newsome Martin, and David Jones. Drawn from live lectures delivered in various settings, these essays
show how Hart’s mind works with the academic veneer of more formal pieces stripped away. Theological Territories contains new and
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expanded material previously unpublished by Hart and will appeal to both academic and non-academic readers interested in the place of
theology in the modern world.
Raised with limited peer interaction, Ernestine St Bennett has difficulty interpreting social cues. At twenty-five she's become a loner; a shy
nerd immersed in her scientific studies, whose best friend is her pet fish, Waldo.Then Ernestine meets Simon Prime, who's obviously a nerd,
too! Sympathizing with his social dysfunction, Ernie decides to help poor Simon increase his self-esteem and thus enhance his social
standing. Using principles learned in her fish studies, she'll simply turn Simon from meek to macho.What Ernestine doesn't know (but Waldo
suspects) is that Simon Prime is really ex-cop, private investigator Sam Pierce in disguise. A man who definitely doesn't need his masculinity
enhanced!
This book is part of The Cambridge Teacher series, edited by senior colleagues at the University of Cambridge Faculty of Education, which
has a longstanding tradition of involvement in high quality, innovative teacher education and continuing professional development.
A beautifully illustrated volume on the Tudor-style house, a keystone in American interiors and architecture. Since its birth in sixteenth-century
England, the Tudor-style house has been a favorite for homeowners from all walks of life. Hallmarks of the style include steeply pitched
gables and roofs covered in slate or imitation thatch, bays of casement windows with diamond-paned leaded glass, clustered chimney stacks,
interiors of wood paneling and plasterwork, and, especially, half-timbered and stuccoed facades. In the United States, prime examples can be
found coast to coast, from the Tudor City apartment buildings of New York to the stately homes of Tuxedo Park; from the cozy, Prairieinspired homes of Oak Park, Illinois, to the richly nuanced Arts and Crafts-inflected mansions of Pasadena, California. In an age when all
agree that the McMansion, with its ungainly proportions and sameness of design, should be banished from the landscape, the Tudor house
remains a delight and an inspiration, being anything but cookie-cutter, with tremendous variation from home to home. The Tudor Home
showcases the wide variety of Tudor homes and the many manifestations the form has taken across the nation, from the famous
communities of Bronxville, New York, to the California Tudors of Highland Park. With a wealth of color imagery newly photographed for this
volume and insightful commentary on the history, development, and evolution of the Tudor style in America, the book is an engaging read
that opens a window on this much loved style of home.
The second edition of the highly acclaimed Wind Power in Power Systems has been thoroughly revised and expanded to reflect the latest
challenges associated with increasing wind power penetration levels. Since its first release, practical experiences with high wind power
penetration levels have significantly increased. This book presents an overview of the lessons learned in integrating wind power into power
systems and provides an outlook of the relevant issues and solutions to allow even higher wind power penetration levels. This includes the
development of standard wind turbine simulation models. This extensive update has 23 brand new chapters in cutting-edge areas including
offshore wind farms and storage options, performance validation and certification for grid codes, and the provision of reactive power and
voltage control from wind power plants. Key features: Offers an international perspective on integrating a high penetration of wind power into
the power system, from basic network interconnection to industry deregulation; Outlines the methodology and results of European and North
American large-scale grid integration studies; Extensive practical experience from wind power and power system experts and transmission
systems operators in Germany, Denmark, Spain, UK, Ireland, USA, China and New Zealand; Presents various wind turbine designs from the
electrical perspective and models for their simulation, and discusses industry standards and world-wide grid codes, along with power quality
issues; Considers concepts to increase penetration of wind power in power systems, from wind turbine, power plant and power system
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redesign to smart grid and storage solutions. Carefully edited for a highly coherent structure, this work remains an essential reference for
power system engineers, transmission and distribution network operator and planner, wind turbine designers, wind project developers and
wind energy consultants dealing with the integration of wind power into the distribution or transmission network. Up-to-date and
comprehensive, it is also useful for graduate students, researchers, regulation authorities, and policy makers who work in the area of wind
power and need to understand the relevant power system integration issues.
Provides detailed information on hundred of characters from the Pokâemon video game and advice on such topics as changing forms,
evolution and reversion, items to collect, and types of moves and the characters that use them.
A visionary work that combines speculative fiction with deep philosophical inquiry, The Sparrow tells the story of a charismatic Jesuit priest
and linguist, Emilio Sandoz, who leads a scientific mission entrusted with a profound task: to make first contact with intelligent extraterrestrial
life. The mission begins in faith, hope, and beauty, but a series of small misunderstandings brings it to a catastrophic end. Praise for The
Sparrow “A startling, engrossing, and moral work of fiction.”—The New York Times Book Review “Important novels leave deep cracks in our
beliefs, our prejudices, and our blinders. The Sparrow is one of them.”—Entertainment Weekly “Powerful . . . The Sparrow tackles a difficult
subject with grace and intelligence.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Provocative, challenging . . . recalls both Arthur C. Clarke and H. G. Wells,
with a dash of Ray Bradbury for good measure.”—The Dallas Morning News “[Mary Doria] Russell shows herself to be a skillful storyteller
who subtly and expertly builds suspense.”—USA Today
50 Big Ideas You Really Need to Know is a concise, accessible and popular guide to the central tenets of Western thought. Every important
principle of philosophy, religion, politics, economics, the arts and the sciences is profiled in a series of short illustrated essays, complemented
by an informative array of timelines and box features.
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